THEY’RE BACK - MILES REDD & DAVID KAIHOI FOR SCHUMACHER
NEW Miles Redd + David Kaihoi collection of fabrics, wallcovering and trim launch for Schumacher. The
design partnership of Redd Kaihoi combines the bold fantastical world of Miles Redd with the restrained
artistic vision of David Kaihoi. Together, they create drama-filled rooms that thrill. Each has created
separate collections for Schumacher, and like their design partnership, one complements the other.

Miles Redd + David Kaihoi
Loose Check Panel fabric Brown with Pagoda Trim Red

Miles Redd: “It is so nice to be able to bring things that you love to the world at large.”
18 designs. Known for his eye-catching colour and his playful mélange of high and low, Miles Redd
has a singular style that stands out. Invigorated by a modernity that’s rooted in classic decorating, his
interiors are bold, inventive, and highly polished. Countless inspirations fuel Redd’s designs, from the
crisp American style of Albert Hadley and Billy Baldwin to the layered fantasy of Oscar de la Renta and
Stéphane Boudin. Central to his ethos is the concept that ideas are simply a juxtaposition of existing
concepts reimagined in novel and thrilling ways. His second collection for Schumacher is one such
thrill: full of dramatic patterns, inventive fabrics and beautiful finishes that channel his signature look.
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Wave fabric on Camel and Grey
Lillies fabric Charcoal, Sky and Cream
Peacock fabric in Blush and Porcelain
Cubist fabric in Blue and Java Scattered
Bespotted fabric in Brown and Light Neutral
Broken Chevron Cut Velvet Brown Grey, Olive/Khaki
Painterly Windowpane fabric in Black, Brown and Blue
Ribbon Applique in Black/Ivory, Grey/Ivory, Navy/ivory and Red/Ivory
Linen Stripe Malachite
Coromandel Panel in Midnight Green
Brighton Pavillion Wallpaper in Alabaster and Yellow
Villa Palm Panel in Blue, Grey and White/Ivory
Porphyry wallpaper in Red, Peacock and Grey
Villa Stripe Wallpaper in Peacock
Agate Slice wallpaper in Black/White, Malachite Green and Tiger’s Eye
Greek Tape Emerald and Red
Greek Wates Trim in Blush
Arches Embroidered Tape in Emerald, Red and Taupe

Miles Redd: Bespotted fabric Brown
David Kaihoi: Hand Combined Plaster wallpaper in Yves Blue

David Kaihoi: “I see the collections as a reflection of the rooms we create: a wide-ranging mix of classical and modern motifs, objects, art and materials that we both love.”
14 designs. Blending a fierce downtown sensibility with a refined uptown taste for fabrics and wallcoverings, David Kaihoi creates singular designs that take any space to new heights. An artist to his
core, Kaihoi believes authenticity is everything and draws much of his inspiration from the process of
physically creating things: painting, sculpting, constructing, decorating, designing, daydreaming. The
patterns in this collection range from soft and painterly to bold and graphic and move from Japan to Africa to the American Southwest. His influences are wide and varied, and the results are always unique.
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Turkish Step fabric in Brown
Brushmark fabric in Blue, Olive and Gold
Loose Check Panel fabric in Brown and Light Neutral
Jagged Maze fabric in Black, Brown Green and Pink
Embroidered Tile fabric in Green, Blue and Light Neutral
Weeping Pine fabric and wallpaper in Neutral, Sage and Slate
Imari wallpaper in Blue Ink
Hand Combined Plaster wallpaper in Yves Blue, Green Leaf and Cement
Tutsi fabric in Blue, Cinnamon and Neutral
Tutsi trim in Green, Taupe and Ivory
Pagoda Trim in Black, Red and Ivory
Corbu Tape in Black, Blue and Red
Honeycomb Trim in Black, Blue and Ivory
Bamboo Trellis Tape in Blue, Green, Sesame and Multi

Brushmark fabric Olive
Embroidered Tile fabric Green

Miles Redd: Ribbon Applique Black/Ivory
David Kaihoi: Jagged Maze fabric Brown

David Kaihoi: Brushmark fabric Olive with Embroidered Tile fabric Green

Schumacher is America’s most iconic and storied fabric house. Throughout its 133-year history it has always been open to change and innovation, finding new ways to
keep its heritage fresh. Designers are Schumacher’s heroes and they’re always amazed by their vision and the new directions they take the designs in and have been
awestruck by how the designs can look so distinct in different hands.

About Schumacher
Since Schumacher was founded in 1889, this family-owned company has been synonymous with style,
taste, and innovation. It was the first to partner with the finest names in design. Fashion designer Paul
Poiret was followed by Elsa Schiaparelli, Dorothy Draper, Cecil Beaton, Josef Frank, Frank Lloyd Wright
and many more visionaries.
This family-owned business keeps its heritage fresh with new collections introduced each month and
original collaboration. Collections are united by a respect for classicism, an eye for the cutting edge,
and an unparalleled level of quality. A passion for luxury and an unwavering commitment to beauty are
woven into everything it does.
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Miles Redd: Painterly Windowpane fabric Brown
David Kaihoi: Weeping Pine fabric and wallpaper Sage. Brushmark
fabric Olive and Gold

